Eco-School Action Plan
Pupils need to take the lead in developing the Action Plan
04/10/17
Date Action Plan was developed: ____________________
All of the eco-committee
Action Plan developed by: __________________________

Topic

Action

Target/Measure

Biodiversity

- To improve awareness of

- Photo for evidence.

how to protect bees and their
importance.

Timescale/

Who is

Evaluation of action/

Deadline

responsible?

Actual result achieved

- Bee keeper in by

Mrs Boutell.

end of October.
- A bee count each summer at
school.

- By Summer.
- All of Eco-

- Invite a bee keeper to the

committee.

school to share their work with
the school.
- Create an area for bees.
- Create a bee poem and
share on our eco board and

- By Monday 16
October

website.
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th

- Grace

Topic

Action

Target/Measure

Biodiversity

- To create our own bug hotel

- Photo evidence.

Timescale/

Who is

Evaluation of action/

Deadline

responsible?

Actual result achieved

- All

using sustainable resources.
- Survey to count number of insects
- Visit the Church to see their

using the hotel.
st

bug hotel.

- 1 November visit

- Mr Watts (Miss

Church bug hotel.

Rogers to contact

- Contact the WWF centre or

parents)
- By half term.

other to see if they can support

- Miss Rogers

us.

- Callie

- Speak/write letter to Mrs

th

- 18 October

Creedon on the location.

-All

- Bring in materials for bug
hotel.
Biodiversity

Biodiversity

-

-

Create a poster about

-

Photos

- Spring

protecting animals.

Competition

Join in with the big bird

- Spring Term

survey.
Biodiversity

-

Put bird feeders and
boxes up around the

-

Survey the numbers of birds

- Summer term

at our school.

school.
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All

Topic
-

Biodiversity

Timescale/

Who is

Evaluation of action/

Deadline

responsible?

Actual result achieved

Action

Target/Measure

- Have a stall at the Christmas

- Create a profit to fund the bird

By the Christmas

Fair, making animal Christmas

feeders.

Fair

decorations for the tree from
recycled materials.
- Provide information (from
RSPB) at the fair on looking
after animals.
-

-

-

-
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All

Topic

Action

Target/Measure

Timescale/

Who is

Evaluation of action/

Deadline

responsible?

Actual result achieved
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